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ABSTRACT
Traditional whole-program static analysis (e.g., a points-to analysis
that models the heap) encounters scalability problems for realistic
applications. We propose a “featherweight” analysis that combines
a dynamic snapshot of the heap with otherwise full static analysis
of program behavior. The analysis is extremely scalable, offering
speedups of well over 3x, with complexity empirically evaluated
to grow linearly relative to the number of reachable methods. The
analysis is also an excellent tradeoff of precision and recall (relative
to different dynamic executions): while it can never fully capture all
program behaviors (i.e., it cannot match the near-perfect recall of a
full static analysis) it often approaches it closely while achieving
much higher (3.5x) precision.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Static analysis [27] attempts to infer the behavior of a program
under all possible inputs. The technique usually strives to infer
over-approximate behavioral abstractions such as call-graphs and
points-to sets, by capturing the entire space of possible executions of
the program. These abstractions can then be used to optimize compilation, assist program comprehension, and facilitate bug-finding,
potentially revealing errors that only manifest themselves long
after the analyzed software is released and deployed [2].
The main advantage of static analysis is, thus, completeness, i.e., a
perfect (or, in practice, near-perfect) recall of actual behaviors. But
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despite its effectiveness, static analysis generally suffers form two
main weaknesses: (i) it is computationally expensive and suffers
from scalability issues (ii) it can lack precision, typically producing
a large amount of false positives, i.e., predicted behaviors that do
not match actual executions.
By contrast, dynamic analysis techniques such as testing [25],
dynamic typing [20], and runtime monitoring and verification [12]
avoid computationally expensive analyses by limiting themselves
to the information exhibited by the executing program, also taking advantage of runtime information learned such as concrete
parameter and memory values (which would otherwise be hard
to infer statically). The main downside of such approaches is that,
often, they are not exhaustive (e.g. in [13] theoretical maximality
results are established that substantially limit the properties that
can be analysed at runtime). Put differently, programs can have an
exponential number of different executions and sampling behaviors
from any finite numbers is unlikely to capture all executions.
The space of program analysis is, therefore, defined by competing quality criteria: completeness, precision, and scalability. This
paper proposes a tradeoff that attempts to combine limited dynamic
information inside a static analysis, in order to drastically improve
scalability and precision, at some cost to completeness (i.e., the
recall of actual executions).
Although valuable combinations of runtime and static analyses
have been explored extensively (e.g., dynamic-symbolic execution
[23, 33]) these emphasize a local generalization of concrete values, in
an attempt to induce more dynamic behaviors. The results remain
incomplete, with good coverage locally but with little effort to
simulate all possible whole-program behaviors. For instance, a
dynamic-symbolic exercising of a method foo does not explore in
full generality methods in a deep call chain (e.g., 10 nested calls
away) from foo but instead considers their behavior from a single
concrete execution. Similarly, combining dynamic information in
an otherwise fully-general whole-program static analysis has been
a fruitful avenue, with tools such as Tamiflex [4] and, recently,
HeapDL [15]. Such work aims to enhance completeness, permitting
the static analysis to cover behaviors of hard-to-analyze code, such
as reflection calls, but does not address the scalability or precision
limitations of static analysis.
In contrast, our featherweight hybrid analysis approach entails replacing parts of the static analysis hindering scalable reasoning with
dynamic facts. Specifically, we replace static heap reasoning with
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concrete heap snapshots, derived from actual executions. Technologywise, we are explicitly inspired by the HeapDL work [15], which
argues that heap snapshots are a mature, portable, and industrialstrength technology in modern runtimes, such as the JVM and
the Dalvik VM (for Android). A heap snapshot indeed captures
a wealth of information about the program’s actual behavior, in
addition to the standard links between heap objects, and can report
near-complete call-graphs of past program activity.
Featherweight hybrid analysis leverages the information of heap
snapshots to enhance analysis precision and scalability. The result
is a static analysis that is kept lightweight by sacrificing some
of its generalizing elements. Other aspects of the static analysis
remain unchanged: all values propagate inter-procedurally through
method calls, of any complexity and context depth. The result
exhibits several desirable properties:
• Very high scalability (with at least 3x and often over 10x speedups,
and scaling to deeper context sensitivity), thus making the approach feasible for many applications.
• High completeness, in terms of several analysis metrics—e.g., an
over 96% recall of call-graph edges observed in different dynamic
executions. The level of completeness approaches that of a fullfledged static analysis, at a fraction of the cost, and vastly exceeds
that of a purely-dynamic analysis.
• High precision (2.2x to 3.5x higher, for different metrics) when
compared to state-of-the-art static analysis.
Our main contributions are as follows:
• We posit the idea that static analysis scalability is primarily hindered by the exhaustive modeling of the heap, which is a central,
shared data structure, as opposed to method calling (i.e., the stack),
which induces more localized value sharing.
• We formulate a static analysis that does not model mutation of
the heap, replacing this modeling with dynamic snapshots of
heap state. Heap values can be read, but they only correspond to
actually observed values.
• We evaluate the resulting featherweight hybrid analysis. We
analyze experimentally the tradeoff between precision, scalability,
and completeness, showing how a traditional static analysis pays a
heavy price (of imprecision and cost) for completeness that may be
unnecessary. The evaluation captures the potential from multiple
angles: running time, asymptotic trends, precision/recall tradeoffs.
Our purposely partial but lightweight analysis often approaches
the completeness of much less scalable but semantically-complete
static analyses.

union of all possible sets of objects that a variable or field may
reference at any point of any execution.
This simplifying view of program behavior allows points-to
analysis algorithms to handle flow of information from extremely
far-away program sites. In contrast to techniques that closely model
program semantics (such as model checking, data-flow analyses, or
variants of symbolic execution), points-to analysis accounts in full
generality for the effects of distant or flow-unrelated methods (e.g.,
methods that got called billions of instructions earlier during an
actual execution, or methods that are hundreds of calls above or
below the current method in any calling stack).
This ability comes at a cost: points-to analysis typically offers
low precision and suffers from scalability issues. To control the
balance between precision and scalability,1 points-to analyses often
employ context-sensitivity: instead of computing information that
unifies all possible executions, the analysis only groups together
different executions that have the same context. Each set of abstract
values computed (e.g., the possible values of a method’s variables or
of an object’s fields) is qualified under a context. Context can take
many shapes [35]. E.g., a single-element context for the variables of
a method can be the call-site of the method, or the object on which
the method was called.
Striking a good balance between scalability and precision is far
from a resolved question [21]. Typical current whole-program analyses easily become unscalable (see, e.g., [37]) for a context of depth
merely 2, which is not even precise enough to differentiate separate
instances of common data structures such as a Java HashSet.
The main insight underpinning our hybrid analysis is that the
handling of the global heap (as opposed to the much more disciplined stack structure) is the main culprit for the unscalability of
static analysis. In a conventional language, like Java, the heap is
a graph structure containing objects as nodes and references as
edges, which may take multiple forms, e.g., object field references,
static field references or array content references. There are several
reasons why the static modeling of the heap is unscalable. The
heap is a global structure, therefore the effects of unrelated program parts accumulate and can affect any other program parts. The
heap also includes static references—the analogue of global variables in the imperative world—which can typically be modified by
any part of the program. Furthermore, array contents are typically
collapsed to a single variable abstraction (due to lack of precise,
path-sensitive reasoning), which results in large imprecision, and,
hence, unscalability.

3
2

BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

In this work, we focus on whole-program analysis, which models
global structures, such as the stack and the heap in conventional
programming languages. In particular, we are interested in points-to
analysis [32, 35, 38], an analysis of how values flow through references throughout the program. Such a large-scale analysis cannot
afford to model a program in full detail: points-to analyses are rarely
path-sensitive (i.e., modeling separately all possible execution paths,
or distinct combinations of branches) or even flow-sensitive (modeling different branches separately). Instead, the analysis typically
keeps a single global view of the entire heap, which represents the

FEATHERWEIGHT HYBRID ANALYSIS

We next describe our hybrid analysis approach, consisting of a static
analysis of the program, yet considering only a dynamic view of the
program’s heap. This combination aims to achieve scalability, far
beyond typical static analyses, and coverage of different program
behaviors, far beyond a purely dynamic analysis.

1 The

precision vs. scalability tradeoff is complex. Scalability requires at least good
enough precision—low precision will render an analysis unscalable unless special
representations are employed. However, high precision will also make an analysis
unscalable: the analysis model blows up in size, in a standard state-explosion fashion.
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3.1

Featherweight Static Analysis

Since the modeling of the heap is the main source of unscalability
for static analysis, is there a way to avoid modeling it? For most
conventional languages, such an analysis would appear to be useless
from a purely static stance since a static analysis that does not
model the heap is grossly incomplete, missing most valid program
behaviors. However, our intention is to combine concrete models
of the heap with a static analysis that can integrate these models,
yet does not otherwise itself compute models of the heap.
Our featherweight static analysis realizes this aim. It is a pointsto analysis that fully models inter-procedural elements, such as
the stack (i.e., method calls, parameter passing, and method return values). As regards to the heap, the analysis can only read in
information. Specifically, it only models heap loads (e.g., reading
from fields and arrays) but not stores (e.g., field updates): the latter
information must come from dynamic heap models.
We give a formal model of the featherweight analysis for a minimal intermediate language, shown in Figure 1. Other constructs,
such as control flow, are irrelevant to the analysis (since it is flowinsensitive) and type information is modeled in separate relations,
discussed later. The analysis is a standard Andersen-style points-to
analysis with on-the-fly call-graph construction [35, 38]. The analysis also has parametric context-sensitivity, which we describe in
more detail later. Programs are assumed to be sets of instructions
with variables having a unique name per method (in general, per
nested block scope). Instruction labels are assumed unique.
Input, Output, and Conventions. The domains of the analysis (and
meta-variables used subsequently, plain or primed) comprise the
following: a set of variables, v, u ∈ V , a set of methods, meth ∈ M, a
set of instruction labels, i, j ∈ I , a set of fields, f ∈ F , a set of class
types, T ∈ T , a set of contexts, c ∈ C, a set of heap contexts, h ∈ H ,
and a set of abstract objects, ohi ∈ O. We use instruction labels, i, to
annotate new instructions, method calls, and returns—implicitly, all
instructions have a label, but it is not used in the model for other
instruction types. An abstract object, ohi , uniquely identifies its
allocation instruction (i.e., v = new Ti ()), via its superscript i, and its
allocation heap context, via its subscript h. We omit the superscript
or subscript of an abstract object, writing just o, whenever they are
not important (but merely propagate unchanged). In addition to
a set of instructions, the analysis has access to standard symboltable/type system information:
• We write methT to denote the result of looking up (per the usual
overriding rules) method signature meth in a class type T.
• We represent formal argument of method meth at position n with
argnmeth .
• For a method call instruction with label i, we represent its actual
argument at position n as argin .
• We overload set membership notation: o ∈ T means that an
abstract object o is of type T; i ∈ meth means that the instruction
with label i is in the body of method meth.
The interfacing of the featherweight static analysis with its surroundings (including dynamic analysis inputs and final outputs)
is done via the relations shown in Figure 2. For each relation, we
note if it is an input that has already been filled in by the dynamic
step, or a relation computed by the featherweight static analysis.
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Note that relations Reachable and CallGraphEdge are both input and
computed: they initially contain the facts of the dynamic step and
that information is then augmented by the featherweight analysis.
Importantly, relation FieldPointsTo is input-only: any information
on the shape of the heap comes from the outside world.
Static Analysis Inference Rules. The analysis model works by
applying the rules in Figure 3 iteratively until fixpoint. Most rules in
Figure 3 correspond to one of the instruction forms in Figure 1—for
clarity, the instruction is listed as the first premise of such rules. The
static analysis considers the respective instructions in any order:
the rules are monotonic, so their order of application over many
iterations reaching fixpoint does not influence the outcome.
The first rule to apply is necessarily Alloc, since all others require a VarPointsTo assertion, i.e., _ →
− c o, as one of their premises
(which is in turn generated by this inference rule). Stated otherwise, the analysis begins from an initially reachable set of methods
(provided as input) and infers points-to relationships, which trigger
further inferences according to the program instructions.
Context-sensitivity is parametric, following a model introduced
in reference [36]. This gives us the flexibility of choosing different
flavors of context sensitivity. Concretely, the analysis is supplied
with two helper functions:
• N H C(i, c) (also known as Record [36]) is used in rule Alloc
and creates a new heap context for instruction i and context c,
• N C(i, c, o) (also known as Merge [36]) is used in rule Call) and
constructs a new (callee) context for instruction i, (caller) context
c, and abstract object o.
The definition of these functions is purposely left abstract and can
be instantiated to get the desired flavor of context sensitivity.
As we discussed earlier, the analysis model covers load instructions but not store instructions. As a result, when this analysis is
exercised in stand-alone fashion, it does not infer heap state, i.e.,
FieldPointsTo assertions, which in principle prevents rules such as
Load from being applied. However, our hybrid analysis assumes
that the dynamic analysis will generate the necessary FieldPointsTo,
which are then used by other inference rules such as Load.
The Call rule infers two types of assertions: it establishes callgraph edges (based on points-to information) and a reachability
assertion for a newly created context c ′ (using standard dynamic
lookup methT ) of a method signature). The rule is separate from the
inferences made by the Args rule, since failure to infer points-to
values for an argument should not prevent the establishment of a
call-graph edge and target-method reachability. The Args and Ret
rules cover propagation of points-to information on the stack, via
method parameters and returns.
Notably, in this minimal language, the heap only consists of
instance field references (i.e., no static fields or arrays). Hence, the
featherweight static analysis is only missing a rule to handle store
instructions, compared to a fully static analysis. Such a rule would
have the form:
u.f = v
u→
−c o
v→
− c o′
(Store)

o.f →
− o′
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v = new Ti ()
v=u
u = v.f
u.f = v
u =i v . meth(v1, . . . , vk ),
returni v

new
move
field load
field store
method call
return

k≥0

Figure 1: Syntax of the source language instructions.
Relation

Notation

Description

FieldPointsTo

oh .f →
− oh′ ′

Field f of abstract object oh points to
abstract object oh′ ′ .

VarPointsTo

v→
− c ohi
meth
call s c

CallGraphEdge



Instruction i calls method meth, under
caller context c and callee context c ′ .

i −−−−→c ′ meth

Computed



Variable v, in context c, points to abstract object ohi with heap context h via
allocation instruction i.
Method meth is reachable in context c.

c

Reachable

Input









Figure 2: Relations used in the featherweight static analysis.
(Alloc)

v = new Ti ()

c

meth

h = N H C(i, c)

(Load)

v→
− c ohi

(Move)

v=u

u→
−c o

(Call)

u =i v . meth(v1, . . . , vk )

v→
−c o

call s c

(Args)

i ∈ meth

i −−−−→c ′ meth

methT

argin →
−c o

argnmeth →
−c o

(Ret)

returni v

u = v.f

u→
−c o

v→
−c o

c′

i ∈ meth

o.f →
− o′

v→
−c o

o∈T

′

c ′ = N C(i, c, o)

calls c

i −−−−→c ′ methT
v→
−c o

calls c

j −−−−→c ′ meth

u =j ∗

u→
−c o

Figure 3: Inference rules for featherweight static analysis.

3.2

Dynamic Analysis

To produce our hybrid analysis, featherweight static analysis needs
to be supplied with dynamic heap information from standard Java
HPROF heap dumps, which are snapshots of the heap and stack
during program execution [28].
Following Grech et al. [15], our HPROF heap dump analyzer leverages the standard cross-platform support for heap profiling in Javabased runtime environments, i.e., the ability to produce whole-heap
snapshots containing all objects allocated in the heap, together
with references between these objects (the shape of the heap). Heap
snapshots are analyzed offline. Heap snapshots also offer insights
about the stack shape: they include full stack traces produced when
any object is created. Grech et al. [15] summarize this capability of
modern heap snapshot technology as “a typical heap snapshot also
integrates many thousands of stack snapshots”.
Typically, heap dumps reflect a substantial portion of the complex
dynamic behavior of a program, regardless of the cause of such
behavior: instead of watching what happens at specific actions (e.g.,
reflection or dynamic loading operations), a heap dump records
the cumulative semantic effects of program execution in its native
setting and complex environment. At the same time, heap dumps
do not miss the ability to capture dynamic actions (e.g., a dynamic

call-graph) since each object records information describing the
dynamic context at the time of its allocation.
The heap dump analysis works by iterating over the heap snapshot to build a graph structure of the heap. In the process it resolves
forward and backwards references, indexes instances by class hierarchy information, and more. Object abstractions are mainly derived
from allocation traces (i.e., call stacks), which are traversed until
the actual new object expression is found in the application. This is
not always straightforward, since some code may occasionally be
missing. In this case heuristics are used to predict the stack frame
where the actual object was allocated. If allocation traces are not
present in the heap, a coarser-grain abstraction is currently constructed per-type in case of application classes. Otherwise a finer
grain abstraction is used according to the object’s contents. Given
these tools to traverse the heap snapshot and form suitable object
abstractions, the following dynamic heap information is extracted:
Object Field Values: values an object’s fields can point to, for
the entire class hierarchy of the object’s class.
Static Field Values: values a class’s static fields can point to.
Array Content Values: values an array’s contents can point to.
In addition, dynamic control-flow information is also extracted
from heap snapshots. Each allocation trace present in the snapshot
represents a path through the call graph. These paths are combined
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to form a call graph, with every successive node in the trace being
an edge in this call graph. Similarly, the allocation trace is a witness
that every method involved in the trace is reachable.
To augment the information that is normally found in a heap
snapshot, we force the program to store more objects on the heap.
This is usually achieved via program instrumentation: specially
designed Java agents perform load-time structured bytecode transformations so that new objects and references to existing objects
are created at strategic program sites, and thus reflected in the snapshot. This allows additional information to be extracted from the
enriched heap. Such information includes: (i) Various kinds of context sensitivity information, used by call-site- and object-sensitive
analyses [26, 34]. This is done by storing additional information
at program points where objects are allocated (e.g., the current
receiver object—a concrete heap context—is used for object sensitivity); (ii) Information about dynamically loaded code linked to
its class and class loader; (iii) Dead objects that reflect some past
run-time behavior. By creating these additional references, many
extra objects are live when the snapshot is taken.
Although heap dumps and dynamic stack traces capture a wealth
of information, an analysis based solely on them does not attain
adequate levels of method coverage (i.e., lacks in completeness,
measured in terms of recall) when compared to (standard) static
analyses. For instance, we computed that this dynamic analysis only
covers an average of 12% of application methods in the Dacapo 2009
benchmark suits, even though the benchmark inputs are thorough.
For instance, the jython benchmark executes pyBench, which is
meant to exercise most features of the Python language. In spite of
this, only around 10% of the application’s methods are covered. We
provide a more detailed discussion of our evaluation in Section 5.

3.3

Combining the Analyses

Combining the featherweight static analysis with dynamic snapshots of the heap should yield several benefits. The hybrid analysis
can exploit the strengths of the dynamic analysis while avoiding
some of the weaknesses of whole-program Java pointer analyses;
and vice versa. Compared to a full-blown static analysis, the main
benefit of featherweight analysis is scalability: the dynamic analysis
excels in its ability to get very precise heap information, which still
fully captures the observed dynamic behaviors (but possibly not
others). Compared to a stand-alone dynamic analysis, the expected
benefit is higher completeness in the coverage of possible program
behaviors. Although the heap image is fixed, it is possibly rich
enough to allow thorough static exploration of program state. The
approach of being complete only for the observed dynamic execution, yet opportunistically generalizing, is reminiscent of other
techniques, such as dynamic-symbolic execution [14]. However, the
featherweight hybrid analysis has stack variables analyzed in full
static generality, in a whole-program fashion. Such propagation of
values can be far-reaching: e.g., it can over-approximate the effects
of unboundedly long sequences of method calls.
It is important to stress that a featherweight hybrid analysis is a
static analysis. It emphasizes the over-approximate nature of static
abstractions. E.g., when multiple callers of a method pass different
values as a parameter, the values are collected as a set and (whenever the different callers are not distinguished based on the current
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context-sensitivity policy) their results are considered collectively.
Thus, each caller can see results that pertain to all others. This is an
important distinction between an approach that is fundamentally
static and an approach (such as dynamic-symbolic execution) that
is fundamentally dynamic: when a static analysis encounters difficulty in modeling a feature, it prefers to be imprecise but complete.
When a dynamic analysis encounters the same difficulty, it opts for
precision instead of an over-approximation.

4

IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented our featherweight hybrid analysis over the
Doop [5] pointer and taint [18] analysis framework. Doop is fullfeatured and handles several complex semantic aspects of the Java
language, such as reflection, implicit initialization, exceptions, and
more. For dynamic analysis we used HeapDL [15], which processes
HPROF heap dumps produced by Java’s heap profiler.
The featherweight hybrid approach applies orthogonally to all
analyses in the Doop framework. This is important, since Doop
is distinguished by its richness in supporting different kinds of
context-sensitivity. Some-40 different context-sensitive analyses
are in the current main Doop code, with tens more labeled “experimental” in the code base.
The full implementation touches significantly more elements
than the formal model of Section 3. Heap information in the full
analysis includes array contents, static fields and instance fields. In
total, these elements characterize the points of mutation of complex
objects in Java. Therefore, our implementation disables all analysis
inferences that are based on heap stores, of any kind. This requires
interventions to far-reaching logic, such as reflective actions, handling of arrays, native methods that are semantically equivalent to
heap stores (e.g., compareAndSwapObject), and more.
Additionally, we employ novel special-purpose refinements to
the logic of [15] to integrate heap snapshots into a static analysis:
Singletons. A good example is the handling of singleton objects.
If a heap snapshot reveals that a certain type only has a single
instance (as a heap abstraction) ever created, then that instance is
considered to be the sole representative of its type. The analysis
then considers this instance to flow wherever there is a compatible
receiver variable (this) for some call-graph edge that is confirmed
dynamically, regardless of other static analysis inferences. This is
an excellent heuristic, very much in the spirit of the featherweight
hybrid analysis: it is inexpensive (since it only propagates a single
object), does not sacrifice precision, but enhances completeness.
Throughout our experimentation, we regularly find that more than
10% of object abstractions in heap dumps are singletons, making
the heuristic widely applicable.
Missing Field Data. We also do limited static modeling of some
incomplete heap object structures (e.g., with transient fields) but
only when these inferences are corroborated by other dynamic
information. The philosophy of this heuristic is in line with featherweight analysis: we always prefer dynamic modeling of the heap,
except where this dynamic information is clearly incomplete.
Tuning Reflection Analysis. The reflection-handling logic in the
featherweight analysis is tuned accordingly. The Doop framework’s
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reflection logic is highly tunable, with several completeness vs. precision knobs. Since featherweight analysis achieves much higher
precision than a full static analysis, we disable or turn down aggressive heuristics (e.g., we disregard short string constants in reflection
inferences) aimed at countering static analysis imprecision.

5

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We next present the results of an experimental evaluation of the
featherweight analysis. We evaluate using the DaCapo 9.12-Bach
Java benchmark suite [3]. (Some benchmarks are excluded a priori
due to engineering reasons—e.g., cannot run under a profiler—as
also documented in past work [4, 15].) The results described are entirely representative of our experience with several other programs.
However, we here report the DaCapo benchmarks for the evaluation
because they offer a standardized, oft-used suite, of representative
medium-sized Java applications, and also give us the opportunity
to run the applications using different, pre-decided inputs so that
we can validate static analysis results with multiple dynamic runs.
This gives us an ability to evaluate completeness and cover unseen
executions by the analysis.
We use the following analyses/configurations:
Dynamic-small: A dynamic analysis on the DaCapo benchmarks running a small input set. The output of this dynamic
analysis forms a baseline and can be seen as a training input:
the static analyses are supplied heap snapshots from the
dynamic-small run.
Dynamic: Combined results from dynamic analyses on
DaCapo benchmarks running the default and large input
sets. Dynamic and dynamic-small naturally have a sizeable
intersection.
Full-static: A Doop static pointer analysis (under the most
common Doop setting: selectively context-sensitive) with
reflection support, as well as a heap snapshot as input, i.e.,
under maximum-completeness settings.
Featherweight: Our featherweight static pointer analysis
(same context-sensitivity and other settings as full-static).
The evaluation intends to answer the following research questions:
RQ.A What is the relative burden and scalability of the featherweight hybrid analysis compared to the full-static analysis?
RQ.B What is the analysis completeness and precision (i.e.,
(usual recall and precision metrics relative to all dynamic
executions) of the featherweight analysis compared to a full
static analysis?
To answer these questions, we employ the following metrics:
Reachable methods: the number of methods that are deemed
to be reachable. We use this metric to compare the completeness and precision of the respective analyses.
Call-graph edges: the number of edges in the call graph.
Relevant static analysis time: the time required to run our
analyses, inclusive of pre- and post-processing.
Total var points-to: the size of the VarPointsTo relation, the
largest and most expensive output relation of our analyses.
This metric correlates with relevant static analysis time and,
even more so, with the cost of further client analyses that
one may want to run.

Both static analyses use the Soufflé compiler, which compiles
Datalog specifications onto C++ and into binaries. Heap snapshots are processed using HeapDL [15]. Notably, as reported in
that work, collecting heap snapshots incurs a large overhead on
the JVM: roughly a 20x slowdown of the application-under-analysis.
This is largely due to engineering reasons in the reference HPROF
implementation (e.g., legacy implementation of the tool forces the
garbage collector to run in single threaded fashion, which causes
a bottleneck in today’s multicore architectures); these overheads
disappear on Android, and modern profilers advertise much faster
execution. (The Android setup is one in which we commonly and
fruitfully employ featherweight analysis.) Regardless, the heap
snapshot is only collected once per application and an arbitrarily
expensive static analysis can be subsequently performed with it.
Unless explicitly specified otherwise, both full-static and
featherweight-hybrid analysis are run using a 1-call-site sensitive
analysis that is applied to the subset of the methods that have values flow from their inputs to their outputs. All applications are
analyzed with the Oracle JRE 8 libraries (rev 131). Both analyses are
run with full-featured static handling of reflection. All runtimes are
established on an idle machine with an Intel Xeon E5-2687W v4
3.00GHz with up to 512 GB of RAM. All experiments have a cutoff
time of four hours (14400 seconds).

5.1

RQ.A: Scalability

The main motivation for featherweight analysis is scalability. Therefore we consider the relative runtime burden between the full-static
and featherweight-hybrid analysis (RQ.A). The total analyses times
(in seconds) are shown in Figure 4. Notably, we see that for all
benchmarks the featherweight analysis is at least 3.5x faster than
full-static, and up to well over 10x faster, for larger applications. For
smaller applications, the featherweight analysis has constant overheads that dominate the runtime, such as precomputing properties
for possibly unreachable code.
Furthermore, the featherweight analysis can be empirically seen
to scale linearly, relative to the size of the analyzed code base. We
show this using as a metric the growth of the size of the largest
analysis relation, VarPointsTo. The size of this relation correlates
with running time but is a truer indication of the burden of both the
main analysis and followup uses of analysis results. For instance, a
more efficient machine or Datalog engine may make the analysis
run faster but it is rarely the case that the underlying algorithms
of the analysis scale differently. Figure 5 indicates a roughly linear
relationship between the size of the VarPointsTo relation and the
running total number of reachable methods (including in library
code) for our featherweight-hybrid analysis. In fact, a generalized
linear model with a linear basis function attains a good goodnessof-fit value (R 2 = 0.83). On the other hand, the growth curve for the
full-static analysis in the same figure strongly suggests super-linear
behavior. In this case, the model with quadratic basis functions
has a better fit (R 2 = 0.97). This is yet another indication that,
irrespective or analysis timings, the scalability of the featherweighthybrid analysis is inherently better.
Deeper context-sensitivity. The figures show a (selectively) 1-callsite-sensitive configuration; this allowed us to make broad comparisons with the full-static analysis, which we could scale (however
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Analysis time
xalan

1,094

191 (5.73x)

sunflow

158 (4.57x)

pmd

182 (3.54x)
279
75 (3.72x)
304
78 (3.9x)

lusearch
luindex
jython
h2

228 (4x)

eclipse

722
645

d.n.t. 14,400

982 (14.66x)
913
2,900

270 (10.74x)

batik

1,230

256 (4.8x)

avrora

full−static
featherweight

1,176

157 (7.49x)
0

3,000

Figure 4: Analysis times in seconds and speed-up factors. The jython benchmark did not terminate in the given time under
the full-static analysis, hence the speedup is a lower bound.
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Figure 5: Relationship between time/var-points-to size and reachable methods for the featherweight (left) and the full-static
(right) analyses. A linear and polynomial function fit the scatter plots of the featherweight and full-static analyses respectively.
The two plots do not have the same maxima but they are scaled to similar aspect ratios for easier visual comparison of slopes
(not absolute values).
imperfectly) under this flavor of context sensitivity. Nevertheless,
the featherweight-hybrid analysis scales well even for much deeper
context sensitivity. For instance, the analysis takes under 30 minutes
for all benchmarks but jython for a selective-2objH analysis: a very
precise form of context sensitivity that combines 2-object-sensitive

and 1-call-site calling contexts and has a 1-object-sensitive heap
context [22]. By contrast, this setup renders the full-static analysis
completely unscalable—only the smallest benchmarks (luindex
and lusearch) terminate in under 4 hours, with the featherweight
analysis achieving a 36x and 41x speedup, respectively.
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Table 1: Precision and Recall for Reachable Methods. The numbers are truncated instead of rounded, so that 100% occurs only
for identical reports.

avrora
batik
eclipse
h2
luindex
lusearch
pmd
sunflow
xalan
average

precision
full-static featherweight
9%
24%
16%
28%
14%
30%
12%
23%
12%
26%
9%
22%
15%
30%
13%
24%
9%
23%
12%

recall (all methods)
full-static featherweight
100%
99%
99%
96%
99%
89%
100%
100%
99%
96%
99%
99%
100%
95%
100%
100%
100%
100%

26%

99%

97%

recall (unseen methods)
full-static featherweight
100%
67%
93%
68%
94%
51%
100%
92%
99%
70%
100%
98%
99%
74%
100%
100%
100%
100%
98%

80%

Table 2: Precision and Recall for Call Graph Edges. The numbers are truncated instead of rounded, so that 100% occurs only
for identical reports.

avrora
batik
eclipse
h2
luindex
lusearch
pmd
sunflow
xalan
average

5.2

precision
full-static featherweight
3%
13%
7%
18%
3%
13%
3%
9%
4%
14%
3%
11%
6%
19%
4%
11%
2%
10%
4%

recall (all edges)
full-static featherweight
99%
95%
98%
93%
98%
88%
100%
99%
99%
92%
99%
99%
99%
94%
99%
99%
99%
99%

14%

RQ.B: Completeness and Precision

Featherweight analysis is scalable, but is it an effective static analysis? More precisely, we still need to show that it can predict, with
good precision, behaviors that it has not seen as part of its input
heap snapshot. To assess this, we compare the precision and recall
(for reachable methods and call-graph edges) of the featherweight
analysis and the full-static analysis. Ground truth for these measurements is taken to be the full set of available executions for the
benchmarks (i.e., not just the “small” benchmark input, used to
produce the heap snapshot, but also “default” and “large” inputs).
Precision and Recall are tabulated in Tables 1 and 2. To focus on
unseen executions, we also give recall results (under the heading
“recall (unseen methods)”) for methods that appear in the “default”
and “large” run but not in the “small” run. As can be seen in the
tables, the full-static analysis is highly complete, as would be expected of a state-of-the-art static analysis (especially one enhanced
with reflection analysis logic and heap snapshots). For instance,
the analysis captures over 99% (on average) of all methods and
call-graph edges encountered under any dynamic input. Even if
we narrow the denominator to the methods or call-graph edges
unseen in the heap snapshot used as input, the full-static analysis
still achieves over 97% or 98% recall.
The featherweight analysis is also good in terms of recall, however. It captures 97% (resp. 96%) of all methods (resp. call-graph
edges) seen in dynamic executions. If narrowed to the methods not

99%

96%

recall (unseen edges)
full-static featherweight
100%
72%
92%
59%
93%
49%
100%
91%
98%
52%
98%
90%
97%
81%
100%
100%
100%
100%
97%

77%

seen in the input heap snapshot, recall is still over 80% in terms of
methods and over 77% in terms of call-graph edges.
Furthermore, the featherweight analysis offers a better “bang for
the buck” and uses the computational resources more effectively
when compared to the full-static analysis, representing a good
tradeoff between precision and completeness. Its precision metrics
are significantly higher (2.2x better for methods and 3.5x better for
edges). More concretely, when the featherweight analysis predicts
that a certain method/edge is reachable/realizable, this is much
more likely to be the case than in the full-static analysis. This
observation goes hand-in-hand with the analysis scalability issue:
the featherweight analysis analyzes fully statically the stack (i.e.,
values passed through arguments/returns of calls) which is a more
precise data structure than the globally-shared heap.
The Venn diagrams of Figure 6 show in full detail the call-graph
edges discovered by each of the analyses. (A very similar figure for
reachable methods is omitted for space reasons.) The diagrams help
complete the picture from Tables 1 and 2. Featherweight analysis
finds the majority of the edges in dynamic executions (as seen in the
earlier recall numbers), including the majority of the edges not seen
in the input snapshot, while predicting proportionally many fewer
edges than the full-static analysis (as seen in the earlier precision
numbers). The Venn diagram numbers illustrate in detail how the
featherweight analysis predicts 3.5x fewer call-graph edges, yet still
captures over 77% of previously unseen edges.
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Call Graph Edges
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Figure 6: Venn diagrams depicting call graph sizes, discovered by each analysis configuration. For readability, we only show
a 3-set Venn diagram, leaving the dynamic-small execution implicit. However, the information for dynamic-small is shown
in the diagrams, using callouts. The dynamic-small results are (modulo very minor exceptions) a subset of the intersection of
full-static and featherweight, since the heap snapshot from dynamic-small is supplied as an input to both static analyses.
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RELATED WORK

The space of combinations of static and dynamic analyses is huge.
Our discussion of related work is merely a sampling.
Using static analysis to optimize/reduce runtime checks. Using
static analyses as part of a scheme for runtime verification is relatively common [6, 10, 17, 19, 31]. Our approach however first runs
a dynamic step as input to a static analysis. The opposite, running
first a static analysis to infer general properties that will be inputs
to a dynamic analysis, is more common. There are many examples
of this approach. For instance, Elkarablieh et al. [9] run a static
analysis to guide dynamic data structure repair. Most forms of optimization (e.g. reducing runtime checks) require over-approximate
static information. Our approach can be most closely compared
with other work that uses dynamic information as input to static
analyses, such as the combined dynamic information with static
shape analysis of Raman and August [30] and Aftandilian et al. [1].
Heap snapshots. Potanin et al. run queries on heap snapshots to
find bugs on a particular program run [29]. Our approach uses static
analysis to generalize a heap snapshot to infer facts about other
possible executions and thus can also generalize their technique to
be applicable in a static context and find more bugs than those found
in the original program. Similarly, Flanagan and Freund abstract
heap snapshots to construct UML-style object models [11]. Our
basic difference is what constitutes an abstract object: their abstract
interpretation constructs abstract objects by only merging dynamic
allocations while our pointer analysis uses both the heap-allocated
objects observed at runtime and the statically allocated objects (via
new in the source code).
Static-dynamic analysis combinations. A hybrid static-dynamic
approach is that of combined symbolic-concrete (“concolic” or
“dynamic-symbolic”) execution of code [14, 33], usually employed
for testing purposes. Concolic execution switches on the fly between an abstract analysis state and a runtime-values state, in an
effort to satisfy symbolic conditions in the program text and cover
its behavior thoroughly. These techniques have been refined in the
Pex tool [40] to perform test case reduction and prioritization. The
main benefit, as in our technique, is that concrete information can
replace reasoning that would be too hard or impossible to perform
statically. In this light, our approach can be seen as being fully
concrete for the heap and inferring the union of concrete and symbolic facts for the stack, without employing symbolic conditions.
Another difference with concolic techniques lies in the type of the
concrete information: ours is heap snapshots, each faithful to a
whole-program run, instead of random tests that may exhibit more
unexpected behavior.
Csallner et al. [7, 8] employ a hybrid analysis for bug finding,
using a dynamic analysis to obtain higher confidence for error
warnings compared to a plain static analysis. The same theme has
been explored several times in the literature (e.g., [24]). Taghdiri [39]
uses a counterexample-guided refinement process to infer overapproximate specifications for procedures called in the function
being verified. These approaches are strikingly different instances
of combining dynamic and static information compared to our work,
which focuses on addressing the scalability shortcomings of static
analysis.

Analysis for dynamic language features. Our work is closely related to HeapDL [15]. HeapDL is a cross-platform tool meant to supplement static analysis with dynamically-inferred information to
improve the analysis completeness, especially for programs with
highly dynamic features. HeapDL makes no direct contribution to
analysis scalability. In contrast, our work explores the idea of eliminating parts of the static reasoning, expressly for scalability.
Similarly, the Tamiflex tool [4] captures run-time information
about reflection. It works by instrumenting an application using
Java agents, which intercept class loading and instrument bytecode at load time. The added instrumentation logs the parameters
and program points where reflective operations are being used.
Tamiflex only captures reflection information (which is important
for static analysers with limited reflection support) but does not capture any other dynamic behavior. Thus, Tamiflex enhances static
analysis completeness but does not supplant key parts of static
reasoning, such as the analysis of the heap. In addition, recent improvements [16] in reflection analysis scalability have reduced the
need to replace static reflection analysis with dynamic techniques.

7

CONCLUSIONS

We presented a featherweight hybrid analysis operating over a fixed
model of the heap, established by dynamic analysis. The dynamic
analysis leverages heap snapshots, produced using mainstream
tools (standard-issue Java profilers) and a portable format (HPROF).
The static analysis generalizes this information in terms of its impact on further stack-based behavior.
The combination yields benefits that are larger than the sum of
the parts. The analysis is significantly more scalable than a full static
analysis, especially under the most strenuous conditions (such as
full static handling of reflection or deep context sensitivity). At the
same time, the analysis has much better precision than a fully-static
analysis. Overall, featherweight analysis has a higher completeness
than a purely dynamic analysis, exposing a significantly higher
number of reachable methods and even more call-graph edges.
Combinations of this flavor represent a fruitful direction to employ for analyses that have, so far, been entirely static, emphasizing
generality and whole-program reach. Accordingly, there are several
promising directions for future work. For instance, dynamic snapshots can be potentially combined with flow-sensitive analyses, by
keeping per-instruction points-to information, possibly for entire
program expressions (i.e., access paths). Furthermore, we are currently developing bug-finding analyses (mostly information-flow
patterns) for large enterprise applications, in a joint project with
a large industrial partner. Featherweight analysis is an excellent
choice for such clients that (a) pose scalability challenges, (b) can
tolerate incompleteness.
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